OUR FACILITIES and how to get the best use out of all of them:-
The following information should help you obtain the best from our Marina facilities whilst showing a responsible attitude to our services which are costly to create and to maintain. We welcome berth occupiers to our Complex and trust you enjoy the landscaped environment. The following guidelines are for everyone to make note of.

Electrical Power on Walkways – Please consider if you REALLY need to have the power-cord attached permanently. Don’t plug in if you don’t need to!

Slipway - Bookings are taken by the Marina Office on 3396 4639 or call into our office. Arrangements will then be made with our Slipmaster to slip the vessel within our and your timeframe.

Insurance is required on ANY vessel within the Marina Complex, be it in a berth, on hardstand, or on the slip area.

The environmental requirements must be adhered to in all areas, including the walkways, and particularly regarding dust collection on the slipway. No sawdust is to be allowed to enter the transfer pit as this clogs our pumps to our environmental treatment system. Spray painting is not permitted on our slipway. Boats must NOT be sanded in marina berths unless ALL dust can be contained.

Amenities - A small Barbecue and Kitchen Area is available to berth-occupiers and slip-users – our only criteria is that if you USE IT please CLEAN IT. The Kitchen Sink is for KITCHEN USE ONLY. The toilets and showers MUST BE KEPT LOCKED AT ALL TIMES – vandalism has cost us dearly in the past.

Defects - Marina Berths & Hardstand - Please report any light, power point, tap, or other defect to the marina office or on the blackboard provided at the slip to enable us to effect repairs speedily.

Waste Oil Disposal Tank – situated West of the slipway is the ONLY area set aside for the disposal of waste oil. The Waste Solvents Disposal Tank within the neighboring bund is for solvents mixed with water. Batteries – place used batteries in the appropriately marked bins. Oil drums must be disposed of privately.

Parking on the Marina Peninsula IS RESERVED FOR BERTH-OWNERS & TENANTS and MARINA HARDSTAND USERS – ONE VEHICLE PER BERTH ONLY. All berth-users should display their Marina Parking Permit when on the grounds. Should a SECOND vehicle be unavoidable occasionally, 18 MARKED spaces are available from the Marina Dinghy Rack NORTH to opposite the marina patio.
The Rules & Regulations – for the marina are on display in the Amenities patio, and from the marina office. In addition, a large sign with our Condensed Slipway Rules is situated below the kitchen louvers facing North. Please make sure that any contractors employed on your vessel are made fully aware of these and their limits.

Marina Berth Reminders – Remember it is usually the FIRST strong winds of a storm that break a mooring line, leaving the vessel loose and knocking into the neighboring vessel or the finger throughout the storm! Please check mooring lines and halyards regularly – use a spring line BOTH FORE AND AFT to keep vessel in its place when the wind changes. Leave no gear on walkways or fingers.

Marina Hardstand Reminders – All users MUST have their boat and trailer tied down effectively to side tie-down bolts, and chained to front bolt. An electrical power supply may only be used whilst boat owner is in attendance. No loose articles are allowed in a hardstand – if a small ladder is needed for instance, it must be securely attached to the trailer.

The Marina Board wishes all members Safe Boating, Mooring, Hardstanding, Slipping, and Parking.

MARINA CONTACT DETAILS

Office hours & Slipway Bookings - Mon - Fri 9am - 4pm minumum
Appointments other times
Marina Manager - Phillip Llewellyn
and Admin assistants Karen Pugh, Sonja McFadden will help in marina matters
Phone: 3396 4639
Email: info@wmycmarina.com.au
Postal Address PO Box 5112 MANLY Q 4179

Out of Hours
EMERGENCY PHONE: 0409 636 783